
Monthly Annual

$ $

Income

Operational Efficiencies Gained 1,179            14,150         

Residents choosing your community due to InTouchLink

3,000            36,000         

TOTAL REVENUE: 4,179            50,150         

Additional Revenue Options

Advertising TV Channel Revenue 350               4,200           

Adding InTouchLink to resident communication bundle 900               10,800         

9,608            115,300       

Breakdown:

Income
Operational Efficiencies Gained $  $ per hour Hours saved

Recreation - Automated Calendar design and printing 250                      25 10

Recreation - More effective participation = less events required 100                      25 4
Administrative - lower volume of front desk enquiries 375                      25 15

Administrative - better management of outbreaks 104                      25 4
Culinary - Automated Menu design and printing 350                      35 10

1,179                   Avg: 27.42 43

Advertising TV Channel Revenue $ per ad Number of ads

Advertising TV Channel Revenue 350                      50 7

350                      

Adding InTouchLink to resident communication bundle
Number of suites 120                      
% of residents that subscribe 50%

60                         

$ Site charges residents for Easy Internet & Email 15                         

900                      

Expenses
Subscription Cost
Allocation of Expenses to Cost Centres

Operations 30%
Marketing 40%
Recreation 30%

Conservatively assuming 1 new resident per year is influenced to join the community due to the 

communication and innovation platforms provided by InTouchLink

Cost Benefit Analysis - per site

Opportunity to charge local businesses to place informative messages on your channel (e.g. local bank)

Calendar production, higher participation in events, lower volume of front desk enquiries, better management 

of outbreaks and automated menu output using InTouchLink tools saves a site an estimated 43 hours per 

month at an average rate of $27.42 per hour. (See breakdown and notes for more details)

Option to add $15 per month to each new move-in's Communication Bundle. Calculation assumes a 50% 

penetration rate for 120 suites.
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Notes to Cost-Benefit Analysis:

Operational Efficiencies Gained
• Recreation - Automated Calendar design and printing:

• Recreation - More effective participation = less events required:

• Administrative - lower volume of front desk enquiries:

• Administrative - better management of outbreaks:

• Culinary - Automated Menu design and printing:

Revenue Sharing from TV

• Advertising TV Channel Revenue:

Adding InTouchLink to resident communication bundle

• Resident Billing:

Subscription Cost:

• Budget division:
We have provided a sample of how the InTouchLink subscription fee can be broken down among different cost centers based on 

the benefits each department gets from using InTouchLink

Some clients charge local businesses $50 per spot to place informative messages on your TV. Examples include "Meet Joe, our new 

Bank Manager", "The hairdresser will be here on Tuesday at 5pm" etc.

Industry average for time taken for calendar production using current tools (e.g. Publisher, Excel) is 8-12 hours. InTouchLink 

reduces this time to 15 minutes by automating the calendar design and print process and giving the Recreation director the ability 

to set recurring events.

Research has shown that more effective participation in existing events means Recreation departments can reduce their budget 

by maximising attendance at popular activities and eliminating marginal events. The effect is that residents enjoy existing events 

more and participation increase while money and time spent on unattended events is reduced.

Implementation of InTouchLink's communication strategy ensures that residents and family can access all current community 

information on a real-time basis without contacting the front desk by phone or in person. Our experience shows that this saves at 

least 30 minutes of front desk time a day (conservative estimate). The most common questions the front desk used to get (What's 

on the menu today? What's the weather forecast? What activities are scheduled today?) now have answers available on every 

resident's TV, in the Lobby and online.

Using InTouchLink's in-suite communication tools, community managers can  now communicate updates and information on a 

real-time basis to residents and families. Residents need only to switch on their TV and they can see live updates from 

management. 

All this means that resident compliance with outbreak directives is more efficient, less time is taken managing the outbreaks and 

outbreaks can end quicker with all the associated benefits. Calculation assumes a 50 hour time saving over a 6 week annual 

outbreak.

Across the retirement industry, it takes a Chef an average of 8-12 hours per month to work on the production and design of their 

menus. With the InTouchLink menu system, this is reduced to 15 minutes through use of an innovative input system and recurring 

menus. This means that Culinary departments can now set their multi-week menus months in advance and make minor changes 

on a day-by-day basis if so desired. The menus follow a uniform (completely editable) design for consistent formatting and 

printing results.

Option to add InTouchLink to resident billing. Suggested amount to add is $15 per month to each new resident's Communication 

Bundle. This has been met with very minimal resistance.
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